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“Direct” simulations"

"

•  A “Direct” simulation:"
–  distinct from CatSim efforts: faster, more flexible, can test 

specific aspects of photo-z estimation, but less 
sophisticated"

–   galaxy properties (z, SED, luminosity, reddening …) are 
drawn from empirical distributions"

–  Simple, linear galaxy clustering can be included as well"
–  observed magnitudes simulated according to baseline 

LSST system properties and observing conditions"

•  Tools"
–  “FranZona” simulations                simulation steps will be 

outlined in the following slides"
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•  [optional] Generate cuboid of 
overdensities from input matter 
power spectrum"

•  Convert δρ/ρ to number of 
galaxies in each grid pixel:"

"
•  Galaxies are uniformly distributed 

in pixel, or set at center"

Simulation steps: galaxy distribution"
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Simulation steps: galaxy properties"

•  [if no mass distribution "simulated] 
Galaxy redshifts are drawn from:"

"
•  Given zs draw absolute  

magnitude M in some band Y  
from:"

   "
    Φ(M,z) is a galaxy luminosity function observed in some band Y"
"
•  Φ(M,z)’s by specific galaxy type are used to construct galaxy 

type fractions as a function of redshift"
–  from these an initial galaxy type of one of three broad categories: 

Elliptical, Spiral, Starburst is assigned"
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Simulation steps: photometry"

•  Galaxies have (θ,ϕ)*, z, MY, t"

•  “noise-free” magnitude in band X"
–  mX = MY + μ(z) + KXY(z, T, E(B-V))"

•  μ(z): distance modulus to z"
•  KXY: k-correction from LF band Y to desired band X"
•  T: spectrum from library, assigned based on t*"

•  E(B-V): host galaxy dust extinction, assigned based on t*"
•  observed magnitude from flux drawn from"

–  Fx
o = G(Fx, σx)"

–  σx from Science book eqn 3.2 (point sources*)"

•  For high-z galaxies Madau IGM  
absorption included*"

*angular position (only if clustering included)"

*Investigation into 
cvariation with line of 
csight underway"

*Extension of this error 
cfor extended sources"

*Implement PCA to 
ccover the SED, 
creddening space in a 
cmore realistic way"
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Catalog validation"

•  Compared simulation to:"
–   CFHTLS data (top) "
–  GOODS data (bottom)"

•  See Gorecki et al 2013 
arXiv:1301.3010 for more 
details"
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Photo-z catalog creation"

•  Estimated via usual template fitting method with 
Bayesian prior"

•  Science-ready catalog selected  
 via likelihood ratio method"

Work by Jean-stephane Ricol, LPSC 

µi are parameters selected 
from the data and PDF  
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Photo-z catalog: redshift precision "

Work by Jean-stephane Ricol, LPSC 
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(Some) Planned investigations"

•  Template mis-match variance (Sam Schmidt, Davis)"
•  IGM stochasticity (Matt Kirby, AA, Elliott Cheu, UA)"
•  Impact of filter design (Adeline Choyer & Jean-stephane 

Ricol, LPSC, Marc Moniez & Reza Ansari, LAL)"
•  Spectroscopic calibration samples (AA, Elliott Cheu, UA)"
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Template mis-match variance"

•  Galaxies have fairly continuous 
type distributions, most photo-z  
algorithms use a discrete  
template set"

•  When photometric are smaller 
than color differences in the  
template set -> problem"

•  To add scatter between the  
templates, use PCA to find just a  
few parameters that capture most 
 of the information (SED library  
data compression)"

Unrealistic discretization of 
color tracks in the Science 
Book sims 

from Sam Schmidt, Davis 
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Template mis-match variance"

•  First 5 eigenvals capture  
98.5% of the variance"

•  Plot shows eigenvals 
with uniform scatter added."

•  Insufficient, need some  
position dependent scatter 
or a realistic way to smooth  
the data"

•  Possible to draw eigenvals 
as a function of magnitude  
and z to mimic evolution"

from Sam Schmidt, Davis 
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IGM stochasticity"

•  Absorption by the IGM depends on line of sight"
–  Effects the colors of high redshift galaxies"

•  Need to characterize the variance"
–  If larger than filter zeropoint variance will need to be 

properly accounted for"
–  Many IGM absorbers correlate with matter density: 

possible bias on cosmological parameters?"

Matt Kirby, AA, Elliott Cheu, UA"
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•  Implemented Inoue & Iwata 2008 simulation"
•  Simulated lines of sight, computed observed transmission"
•  Plan to:"

–  Properly characterize variance: w/fitting function?"
–  Compare variance to zeropoint variance"
–  Later: link IGM absorber distribution to matter distribution"

IGM stochasticity"

plot by Matt Kirby, UA 
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Impact of filter design on photo-z quality"

Error sources :!
•  Measurement uncertainty"
•  Ageing"
•  Spatial inhomogeneity: T(λ, r) "

•  model based on DES filter measurement 
(H. Lin DES Calibration workshop)"

•  Incident angle dependence."
"

Exchange with LMA: !
•  they will measure and send us 

transmission as function of position / angle 
for a LSST filter prototype (2 cm diameter)"

"
"
"

Goal: study of photo-z systematic bias due to filter  
mis-characterization. 

H.Lin DES Calibration workshop 

Slide from Adeline Choyer, LPSC 
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Impact of filter design on photo-z quality: results"

•  Wavelength shift of the transmission curve:"
•  δλc = {-4.4nm, -1nm, 0, 1nm, 2nm, 

4.5nm},"
•  1st study: same change on filters,"
→  important photo-z bias at specific redshift."

•  Ongoing work : !
•  same studies with different error for each filter, "
•  study other SED library (including emission line galaxies …). 

•  Filter slope modification : tan(φ’)=(1+δ) tan(φ’)"
•  perfectly known filters, same variation for each of them,"
→  no impact up to z≈3 if  δ≤200%."

•  Error on maximum transmission value Tmax:"
•  δTmax = {0,-5%,-10%},"
•  1st study: same change on filters (no color dependence),"
→  no effect up to high z (bigger magnitude  errors due to lower fluxes)."

Slide from Adeline Choyer, LPSC 
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Spec-z calibration sample"

•  Draw galaxies from simulation  
and estimate photo-z error  
distribution"
–  uniform sampling"
–  biased via over sampling  

certain types"
•  Propagate ‘true’ photo-z PDF  

and ‘assumed’ photo-z PDF 
 into Fisher matrix formalism"

•  Estimate tolerance for differences between photometric 
and spec samples"

AA, Elliott Cheu, UA 
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Improvements	  todo	  list	  

•  Stars:	  draw	  stars	  and	  add	  to	  catalog	  (in	  progress)	  
•  IGM	  stochasBcity	  (in	  progress)	  
•  PCA	  template	  library	  (star.ng)	  
•  SEDs	  with	  emission	  lines	  (star.ng)	  
•  Extended	  source	  errors	  (star.ng)	  
•  Morphology/size	  informaBon	  
•  GalacBc	  dust	  exBncBon	  errors	  
•  Zero-‐point	  variaBon:	  uBlize	  maps	  generated	  from	  OpSim?	  
•  Blends:	  use	  direct	  catalogs	  as	  input	  into	  ImSim	  or	  GalSim	  
•  Filter	  transmission	  funcBon	  change	  with	  observing	  condiBon,	  

filter	  posiBon	  
•  Seeing	  effects	  on	  possible	  size/surface	  brightness	  priors	  
•  Galaxy	  bias	  prescripBon	  
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People	  involved:	  

	  

•  LAL,	  Orsay	  
–  Reza	  Ansari,	  Marc	  Moniez	  

•  LPSC,	  Grenoble	  
–  Aurelien	  Barrau,	  Adeline	  

Choyer,	  Jean-‐stephane	  
Ricol,	  Alexia	  Gorecki	  

	  

•  UArizona	  
–  AA,	  Lidens	  Cheng,	  Ellio_	  

Cheu,	  Ma_	  Kirby	  

•  UC	  Davis	  
–  Sam	  Schmidt	  
	  


